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Dual Zone Deep Fryer

PERMANENT STAINLESS STEEL MESH FILTER
Located inside the stainless steel lid.  the permanent filter 
prevents the release of oil vapors and odors into your kitchen.

VIEWING WINDOW
Allows you to safely and easily view the entire frying process. 

REMOVABLE HEATING ELEMENT is in direct contact with the 
food for fast and crispy results.  Parts are removable or quick 
and effortless cleanup.  The bowl, frying basket and lid are all
dishwasher-safe

COOL-TOUCH REMOVABLE HANDLE
Lets you lift or lower the frying basket for safe operation.

DETACHABLE CORD WITH PATENTED CONDENSATION SHIELD
For safer operation, the magnetic cord easily detaches from 
the fryer if accidentally pulled.  This unique safety feature is
designed with a patented condensation shield to prevent 
dripping onto the cord connection.

DUAL ZONE TECHNOLOGY 
The “cool zone” located beneath the heating element, prevents food from burning. This 
unique technology reduces odor and keeps oil clean, for tasty fried food every time.

EXTRA LARGE 3-LB. FOOD CAPACITY (OIL - 4 LITERS)
Ample space allows food to fry evenly and 

completely, for delicious results every time.  Its 
generous capacity makes the Dual Zone deep fryer 

perfect for meals – and families – of all sizes.

Forget worrying about messy, hot oil.  
This ingenious system makes draining and 

recycling cooking oil safe and easy. 
Simply open the door on the front of the 
unit and drain oil through the tube into a 

storage container. 

EASY CLEAN OIL DRAIN SYSTEM

DIGITAL TIMER

Allows you to accurately set and 
monitor cooking time, for 

perfectly fried food.

SEVEN HANDLES FOR SAFETY AND CONVENIENCE
Allows you to easily and safely move the unit or remove the parts.

ADJUSTABLE DIGITAL THERMOSTAT WITH INDICATOR LIGHT
Handy control allows you to set frying temperature, giving you the flexibility to fry foods just 
the way you like them.


